THE MOST ADVANCED INFLATABLE FALL PROTECTION SOLUTION
ONE FALL COULD COST YOU EVERYTHING — PROTECT YOUR WORKERS, PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

i2k's AirPad modular fall protection system is designed to mitigate the negative effects workers experience when falling from commercial & residential buildings, bridges and structures.

i2k AirPads are used by people across a broad spectrum of industries — from construction to transport to material loading — who want to protect their business by using the safest landing system there is. With an in-house manufacturing operation in Southern California, we are able to respond to client-specific requirements and offer innovative solutions based on our experience.

All i2k AirPads are built with ZeroShock Technology.
WHY YOU NEED A FALL PROTECTION SYSTEM

1. Job site accidents can devastate your business
2. A fall can seriously injure, paralyze or kill a worker, severely increasing insurance premiums
3. The pain, inconvenience, and financial cost of a workplace injury is a burden you can do without
4. The leading cause of worker deaths on construction sites were due to falls.

***Source-OSHA

According to OSHA in 2012, there were 806 worker fatalities on construction sites. **279 OF THE 806 (35%) WERE DUE TO FALLS.**
HOW OUR PATENTED ZEROSHOCK IMPACT TECHNOLOGY WORKS

The top surface sheet of the i2k AirPad merely ‘floats’ on top of a series of cylindrical tubes, or ‘fingers’. When a body lands and indents the top surface sheet, only a small amount of air within the tubes immediately expels into the base bag below. Unlike other air bags, our ZeroShock technology releases air gently so that individual ‘fingers’ shape around a person’s body to carefully cradle their impact.

A traditional air bag has a very small “sweet spot” that the body must hit in order for the bag to be effective. Not only are i2k AirPads softer to land on than standard air bags, people can also land anywhere on the bag, right up to the very edge—without being bounced off or injured!
TOP BENEFITS OF AN i2k AIRPAD

- Made In The U.S.A.
- Cost-Effective System
- Custom Built To Order
- Quick & Easy Setup
- Compact, Easy To Store & Transport
- No ‘Sweet Spot’
- 110v Inflation Blower or Gasoline-Powered Blowers Available
- Little Storage Space Required
- Rentals Available Nationwide
i2k AIRPAD MATS
FOR VEHICLES & TRAILERS

i2k’s cost-effective AirPad Mat fall arrest system for vehicles and trailers consists of eleven inflatable AirPad Mats interlinked with simple push fit connectors. All AirPad Mats are secured to the vehicles by straps for maximum stability. Wind interference is eliminated through trailer attachments at the top inside corners of each mat and outside base ties with can be fixed either to stakes driven into the ground or concrete ballast blocks. AirPad Mats are inflated with an 110 volt electric or petrol motor powered blower.

TOP 6 AIRPAD MAT BENEFITS

• Suitable for all units from 10 feet to 60 feet in length
• Quick and easy to install
• Conforms with all current regulations
• Inter-linking modules for ease of inflation
• AirPad Mats are linked together with velcro straps to avoid gaps
• Once deflated, the AirPad Mat System is easy to move around and store